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Abstract Autonomic communication in a computing system analyzes the individual system
element as it is affected by and affects other elements. In the human-machine communication
aspect, the autonomic system performs its services autonomously, adjusting the behavior of its
services to suit what the user might request implicitly or explicitly. The pervasive multimodal
multimedia computing system aims at realizing anytime, anywhere computing. Its autonomic
communication includes the protocols that selects, on behalf of the user, the modalities and
media devices that are appropriate to the given interaction context. The modalities are the
modes of interaction (i.e. for data input and output) between the user and the computer while
the media devices are the physical devices that are used to support the chosen modalities. The
interaction context itself is the combined user, environment, and system contexts. In this paper,
we present the autonomic communication protocols involved in the detection of interaction
context and the multimodal computing system’s corresponding adaptation. The heart of this
paradigm’s design is the machine learning’s knowledge acquisition and the use of the layered
virtual machine for definition and detection of interaction context.
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1 Introduction

In autonomic communication, a system element learns, in every moment of its existence, about
other elements and the world where it belongs through sensing and perception. In the human-
machine aspect of autonomic communication, the system performs services autonomously. At
the same time, it adjusts the behaviour of its services based on its learned perception of what
the user might request, either implicitly or explicitly. We apply this principle in a specific ap-
plication domain - the pervasive multimodal multimedia (MM) computing system. In such a
system, various forms of modality for data input and output exist. Also, various media devices
may be selected to support these modalities. Multimodality is possible and can be imple-
mented if the mechanism for data input and output exists. Multimodality is essential because
it provides for increased usability and accessibility to users, including those with handicaps.
With multimodality, the strength or weakness of every media device is decided based on its
suitability to a given context1. For example, to a user in a moving car, an electronic pen and
speech are more appropriate input media than that of keyboard or a mouse. Multimodality
can be further enhanced if more media devices (other than the traditional mouse-keyboard-
screen combination) and their supporting software are made available. Offering basic services
using multimodality (e.g. a multimodal banking services) is not only socially wise but also
contributes to the creation of a more humane, inclusive society because the handicapped are
given participation in using the new technology.
Slowly, pervasive computing, also known as ubiquitous computing [1] [2] [3], which advo-
cates anytime, anywhere computing is no longer a luxury but is becoming a way of life. For
instance, healthcare [4] is adopting it. Soon, our personal and computing information would
“follow" us and become accessible wherever and whenever we want them. This promotes in-
creased productivity as we can continue working on an interrupted task as we please. This has
been made possible because the infrastructures for wired, wireless and mobile computing and
communications [5] [6] [7] do already exist.
Multimodality also involves the fusion of two distinct data or modalities. For instance, the fu-
sion of two or more temporal data, such as data from a mouse and speech as in simultaneously
clicking the mouse and uttering “Put that there" [8] [9], is full of promise, further advancing
multimodality. The fusion process, however, is still static - that is, the media and modality in
consideration are pre-defined rather than dynamically selected. Also, the fusion process is not
adaptive to the changes occurring in the environment (e.g. as in environment becomes noisy);
in this case, over time, the effectiveness of a modality (e.g. vocal input) in the fusion pro-
cess becomes unreliable. In general, it is unwise to predefine a chosen modality. A modality -
whatever it may be - should be chosen only based on its suitability to a given context.
Context changes over time. Hence, context should not be viewed as fixed nor should it be
pre-defined. Instead, it should be defined dynamically based on the needs and requirement
of a system. Our approach, hence, is to define context by considering one context parameter
at a time; such parameter may be added, deleted or modified as needed. This leads us to an
incremental context where context becomes an attribute that suits the needs and requirements
of a system. Context parameters may or may not be based on sensors data. For sensor-based
context, we propose the adoption of virtual machine (VM). In this approach, the real-time
interpretation of a context parameter is based on sampled data from sensor(s). The design of
our layered VM for incremental user context is robust that it can be adopted by almost any
system that takes in context that is based on sensors.
Machine learning (ML) [10] involves the acquisition of knowledge through training or past
experiences; this knowledge, when adopted, is ought to improve the system’s performance.
ML is the heart of this work. Our system’s ML component is given:

1 Here, the term context signifies a generic meaning. Later, context will evolve to become interac-
tion context. Unless explicitly specified, context and interaction context may be used interchange-
ably.
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1. Functions that (i) define the relationship between context and multimodality, and (ii)
define the relationships between modality and media group, and between media group
and media devices,

2. Rules and algorithms that (i) determines the media device(s) that replace the faulty one(s),
and (ii) re-adapts its knowledge database (KD) when a new media device is introduced
into the system. The acquired knowledge is then used to optimize configurations and for
the system to exhibit fault-tolerance characteristics,

3. Case-based reasoning and supervised learning to find the appropriate solution/adaptation
to a new situation, in consultation with the system’s stored knowledge.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 surveys related works and highlights
the novelty of this work. Section 3 essays on the technical challenges and our approach to ad-
dress them. Section 4 is all about context - its definition, representation, storage and dissemi-
nation. This is essential since adaptation to context is an important aspect of an autonomic and
pervasive system . Section 5 is about modalities, media devices and their context suitability.
Section 6 is about our system’s knowledge acquisition and the use of such knowledge to adapt
to a given interaction context (IC). The paper is concluded in Section 7.

2 Related Works

Recent research works on multimodality include the application on interface for wireless user
interface [11], the static user interface [12], text-to-speech synthesis [13], and a ubiquitous sys-
tem for visually-challenged user [14]. Related research works that empasize on multimodality
data fusion are the combined speech and pen inputs [15], the combined speech and gestures
inputs [12] and the combined speech and lips movements [16]. These are a few proofs that
multimodality is possible, doable, and feasible. When compared with them, our work, how-
ever, is one step further: it provides the infrastructure in which those above-mentioned works
can be invoked in, anytime and anywhere.
Context is a vital consideration in determining what modalities are appropriate for the user. In-
deed, “context is the key" [17]. The evolution of context definitions, including Rey’s definition
for context-aware computing in [18] [19] and that of contextor [20], is described in Section 4.
The federation of context-aware perceptions [17], and context-awareness in wearable comput-
ing [18] are some context-aware systems. Our contribution to the domain, however, is we take
user’s context and relate it to multimodality. While contextor is an interactive context-sensitive
system, it does not, however, provide the mechanism to realize an ever-changing context. Our
layered VM approach is more adaptable to an ever-changing environment. It has been proven
that a layered VM/object-oriented approach and design is an effective paradigm, as in Hughes
Aircraft Company [21].
The user profile constitutes an integral part of user’s context. Sample works on user profile
analysis include [22] and [23]. Our work, however, differs because we consider user handicap
as part of a user’s profile. This allows our work to cover a much wider spectrum of users.
Finally, our objective is to assemble all these beneficial concepts to form a package for ubiq-
uitous computing consumption. In Project Aura [24], the Prism model shows a user’s moving
aura (profile and task). In comparison, ours include not only the user’s ubiquitous profile and
task but also an acquired ML knowledge that goes with a mobile user. Such knowledge is used
in the detection of changes in IC and resources, and the system’s adaptation to these changes
by selecting the appropriate modalities and media devices.
This work is intended to contribute to designing paradigms that explores the challenges in
technologies that realize that vision wherein devices and applications seamlessly intercon-
nect, intelligently cooperate and autonomously manage themselves, also known as autonomic
communication.
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3 Contribution and Novel Approaches

Our vision is to enhance the use of multimodality through an infrastructure that realizes perva-
sive MM computing - intelligent, fault-tolerant, rich in media devices, and adaptive to a given
context and acting on behalf of the user. To realize this, a system solution must address the
key requirements given below.
Requirement 1: Determine the suitability of various modalities to a given context. First, it
is necessary to classify modalities, and afterwards determine what types of modalities will
allow a user to input data and receive output based on a given instance of IC. So, what are the
types of modality? What is the relationship between modalities and context?

Proposed Solution: Modality can be classified into two groups: the input modality and the
output modality. Within the input modality, there exists the visual input, the vocal input, and
the manual input. Similarly, within the output modality, the options are visual output, vocal
output and manual output. There must be a suitable input modality and also a suitable output
modality for multimodality to be implemented. Given a specific IC, a modality has some de-
gree of suitability to it. Such suitability is not just binary (that is, very suitable or not suitable
at all) but also includes something in between - medium and low suitabilities. Indeed, our ap-
proach takes in a wider spectrum of modalities’ suitability. Numerical value for suitability are
assigned as follows: High suitability = 100%, Inappropriate = 0. Medium and low suitabili-
ties should have value in between this range. To relate modality to the overall IC, then each
type of modality would get a suitability score for each individual context parameter. The final
suitability to the overall IC is the normalized product of suitability scores of the individual IC
parameters.
Requirement 2: Provide a relationship between modality and the media devices that are
invoked to implement modality. Given that various media devices do exist, then provide
a classification of media where all devices could fit. What should be a generic media
classification so that all media devices - those that we know at present and also those that
might come in the future - would fit in? What would be the basis of such classification? In
which category should, for example, a mouse belongs? What about the eye gaze, etc.?
Proposed Solution: Media devices may be grouped in the same way as modalities. Our
approach on media’s classification is based on man’s natural language processing; man
transmits and receives information through his five senses (e.g. hearing, tasting, etc.) and
voice. Therefore, the categorization of media needs to be based on the body part that uses the
media device to generate data input, as well as the body part that uses the data generated by
the media device. For example, a mouse is a manual input device, and so is the keyboard. A
Braille terminal, for the visually-impaired user, is an example of a touch output device. An
eye gaze is a visual input device.

Requirement 3: Determine the parameters that would constitute a context. Also, given
that context changes over time then provide a mechanism that allows user to modify (add,
change, delete) parameters on the fly. A mobile user who changes environment over time
does not have a fixed context; hence defining a fixed set of parameter that forms the context is
incorrect. How do we declare the parameters of a context? Also, if modification of parameters
is necessary, what mechanism should be used to effect such modification without producing a
ripple effect into the other components of the system?

Proposed Solution: An IC is the combined user, environment and system contexts, each
of which is composed of one or more parameters. Our layered VM for incremental IC is a
robust “machine" that can be adapted to suit application domain and in which parameter
modification can be done on the fly with minimum system ripple effect. Also, the context
parameter consideration in our layered VM is gradual or incremental. In effect, IC is defined
based on the needs of the user.
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Requirement 4: Provide a self-healing mechanism that provides replacement to a faulty
media device, and an orderly re-organization if a new device is introduced into the system
for the first time. If two or more media devices are classified as members of the same media
group, which one would be given priority in a specific context? What are the guidelines for
such priority ranking? If the chosen media device is faulty (missing or defective), how do we
determine its replacement? If a new media device is introduced for the first time, how would
it affect the priority ranking of other media devices in the same group?

Proposed Solution: Through training, our ML system acquires knowledge for context detec-
tion, determining the suitable modality, determining the appropriate media group and devices.
The same system includes knowledge on which devices could replace the defective ones. The
policy of replacement is based on the media devices availability and priority rankings. For
example, the devices that are used in usual configuration are given higher priority than those
that are not regularly used. The ML training includes user participation that guides the system
to recognize positive examples which form system knowledge.

4 The Interaction Context

This section discusses context - the evolution of its definition, its representation, capture, stor-
age and dissemination.

4.1 Context Definition and Representation

In chronological order, some early definitions of context include that of Schilit’s [25] in which
context is referred to the answer to the questions “Where are you?", “With whom are you?",
and “Which resources are in proximity with you?". Schilit defined context as the changes in
the physical, user and computational environments. This idea is taken by Pascoe [26] and later
on by Dey [27]. Brown considered context as “the user’s location, the identity of the people
surrounding the user, as well as the time, the season, the temperature, etc." [28]. Ryan defined
context as the environment, the identity and location of the user as well as the time [29]. Ward
viewed context as the possible environment states of an application [30]. In Pascoe’s defini-
tion, he added the pertinence to the notion of state, stating: “Context is a subset of physical
and conceptual states having an interest to a particular entity". Dey specified the notion of an
entity: “Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity
in which an entity is a person, a place or an object that is considered relevant to the interac-
tion between a user and an application, including the user and application themselves" [19].
This definition became the basis for Rey and Coutaz to coin the term interaction context: “In-
teraction context is a combination of situations. Given a user U engaged in an activity A, then
the interaction context at time t is the composition of situations between time t0 and t in the
conduct of A by U" [31].
We adopted the notion of “interaction context", but define it in the following manner: An
interaction context, IC = {IC1, IC2, . . . , ICm}, is a set of all possible interaction contexts. At any
given time, a user has a specific interaction context i denoted as ICi, where 1 ≤ i≤max, that is
composed of variables that are present during the conduct of the user’s activity. Each variable
is a function of the application domain which, in this work, is multimodality. Formally, an
IC is a tuple composed of a specific user context (UC), environment context (EC) and system
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context (SC). An instance of IC is given as:

ICi =UCk

⊗

ECl

⊗

S Cm (1)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ maxk, 1 ≤ l ≤ maxl, and 1 ≤ m ≤ maxm, and that maxk , maxl and maxm =

maximum number of possible user contexts, environment contexts and system contexts, re-
spectively. The Cartesian product (symbol:

⊗

) denotes that IC yields a specific combination
of UC, EC and SC at any given time.
The user context UC is composed of application domain-related parameters describing the
state of the user during his activity. A specific user context k is given by:

UCk =

maxk
⊗

x=1

ICParamkx (2)

where ICParamkx = parameter of UCk, k = the number of UC parameters. Similarly, any
environment context ECl and system context S Cm are specified as follows:

ECl =

maxl
⊗

y=1

ICParamly (3)

S Cm =

maxm
⊗

z=1

ICParammz (4)

4.2 The Virtual Machine and the Incremental Interaction
Context

As stated, an instance of IC is composed of specific instances of UC, EC, and SC, which
themselves are composed of parameters. These parameters are introduced to the system, one
at a time. In our work, a virtual machine is designed to add, modify or delete one context
parameter, making the IC parameters reflective of the system’s dynamic needs.
A virtual machine (VM) is software that creates a virtualized environment on computer plat-
form so that the end user can operate the software. Virtualization is the process of presenting
a group or subset of computing resources so that they can be accessed collectively in a more
beneficial manner than their original configuration. In effect, a VM is an abstract computer; it
accepts input, has algorithms and steps to solve the problem related to the input, and yields an
output. The steps taken by the VM are its “instructions set" which is a collection of functions
that the machine is capable of undertaking. A layered VM is a group of VM’s in which the
interaction is only between layers that are adjacent to one another. The layering is a design
choice whose purpose is to limit any error from propagating to other components of the sys-
tem other than the adjacent layer(s). During program/design modification, a layer’s effect is
limited only within itself and the adjacent layers. Generally, in layered structure, the top layer
refers to the interface that interacts with end users while the bottom layer interacts with the
hardware. Hence, Layer 0 is a layer that represent the collection of sensors (or machines or
gadgets) that generate some raw data representing the value needed by the topmost VM layer.
Fig. 1 shows the functionality of such “machine". As shown, the transfer of instruction com-
mand is top-down (steps 1 to 4). At Layer 0, the raw data corresponding to IC are collected for
sampling purposes. The sampled data are then collated and interpreted, and the interpretation
is forwarded to different layers bottom-up (steps 5 to 8).
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The VM Layer 4 acts as the human-machine interface; its “instruction set" are the four func-
tions found in Layer 3 - the “Add Parameter", “Modify Parameter", and “Delete Parameter"
are basic commands that manipulate the sensor-based context parameters while “Determine
Context" yields the values of currently-defined parameters. VM Layer 2 is a “library of func-
tions" that collectively supports Layer 3 instructions while Layer 1 is another “library of
functions" that acts as a link between Layer 2 and Layer 0.

4.2.1 Adding a Context Parameter

Consider using the VM to add a specimen context parameter: the “Noise Level". See Fig. 2.
Upon invoking the VM user interface (i.e. Layer 4), the user chooses the “Add Parameter"
menu. A window opens up, transferring the execution control to Layer 3. To realize adding a
new context parameter, at least four functions must exist, namely: (i) getting context type of
the parameter, (ii) getting parameter name, (iii) getting number of parameter units, and (iv)
getting number of parameter values and conventions.

As shown, through Layer 3, the user inputs “Noise Level" as parameter name, itself an EC
parameter, “1" as parameter unit, and “3" as parameter values and conventions. When done,
two new windows open up, one window at a time, that brings up the functionalities of Layer
2. For each parameter’s unit, the VM receives inputs for the unit name and the sensor (or
hardware) that supplies its raw data. As shown, the unit of noise is specified as “decibel"
and the BAPPU noise measuring device [32] as the sensor supplying the data. When done,
another Layer 2 window opens up for data entry of “Parameter values and conventions". In
the diagram, the user specifies the value (range of decibels) that is equivalent to “Quiet",

Fig. 1 The design of a layered virtual machine for incremental user context
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“Moderate" and “Noisy" conventions. When done, a window for Layer 1 opens up to save the
newly-added parameter information. This function interacts directly with the hardware (i.e.
the context convention database).

4.2.2 Modifying and Deleting a Context Parameter

The VM layers interaction in “Modify Parameter" is almost identical to that of “Delete Param-
eter" function. The only thing extra is one that allows the user to select the context parameter
that should be modified. Other than that, everything else is the same. The processes involved
in “Delete Parameter" menu are shown in Fig. 3.

Upon menu selection, the execution control goes to Layer 3, demanding the user to specify
the parameter for deletion (i.e. “Noise level" is chosen for deletion). When confirmed, the
information on the parameter for deletion is extracted and read from database (transfer of
control from Layer 2 to Layer 1 to Layer 0). When the information has been obtained, the
control goes back to Layer 2 where the information is presented and a re-confirmation of its
deletion is required. When parameter deletion is done, the control goes back to Layer 3 which
presents the updated list of context parameters. A click to the “OK" button transfers the control
back to Layer 4.

Fig. 2 The interactions among layers to add new context parameter: “Noise Level"
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4.2.3 Capturing the User’s Context

The interactions of VM layers to “Determine Context" are shown in Fig. 4. This is simulated
using specimen context parameters, namely (1) the user location, (2) the safety level, and (3)
the workplace’s brightness.

When the user opts for this menu, the VM execution control goes to Layer 3. The function
“Get User Context" creates threads equal to the number of parameters currently under consid-
eration. This process produces the thread “Get Parameter 1", assigned to detect user location,
the thread “Get Parameter 2" assigned to get the user’s safety level, and the thread “Get Pa-
rameter 3" for the user’s workplace’s brightness (i.e. light intensity). The concepts involved
are identical for each thread. Consider the case of “User Location". The thread passes control
to Layer 1 wherein the function takes sample data from a sensor (i.e. global positioning system
(GPS) [33]) attached to the user computer’s USB port. In the VM design, user can specify the
number of raw data that need to be sampled and in what frequency (n samples per m unit of
time). These samples are then collated, normalized and interpreted.
For example, a specimen GPS data of 5 samples, taken 1 sample per minute, is shown in
Fig. 5. The data are then normalized (averaged). Hence, as shown in the diagram, the user’s
computer is located at 14 ◦11′ latitude and −120◦57′ longitude. Then, this value is interpreted
using the convention values for user location parameter. Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the format
of the convention values of the specimen parameters. (Recall that the convention value of a
parameter is created during the “Add Parameter" process.) Using Table 1, the interpretation
identifies if the user (who uses the computer equipped with a GPS) is at home, at work or on
the go.

Fig. 3 The VM layers interaction to realize “Deleting a Context Parameter"
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Fig. 4 The interactions among VM layers in detecting the current interaction context

Fig. 5 Sample GPS data gathered from Garmin GPSIII+

Table 1 Convention format for user location

Convention Longitude Latitude Meaning

1 < Longitude1 > < Latitude1 > At home
2 < Longitude2 > < Latitude2 > At work
3 !< Longitude1 > !< Latitude1 > On the go

&& !< Longitude2 > && !< Latitude2 >
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Table 2 Convention format for safety level in user’s workplace

Convention Person in User’s Other People in Meaning
Workplace User’s Workplace

2 User Image Sensitive
1 User No Image Safe
3 Empty Image Sensitive
1 Empty No Image Safe
3 Other Image Risky
3 Other No Image Risky

Table 3 Convention format for light intensity in user’s workplace

Convention Foot-Candle Meaning

1 < Value−Range1 > Bright
2 < Value−Range2 > Moderate
3 < Value−Range3 > Dark

Specimen parameter 2 (the workplace’s safety level) is a function of (i) the identity of the
person sitting in front of the computer, and (ii) the presence of other people in the user’s
workplace. For this context parameter, a camera with retinal recognition [34] may be used
to identify the person sitting in the user’s seat. The identification process would yield three
values: (1) User - if the legitimate user is detected, (2) Other - if another person is detected,
and (3) Empty - if no one is detected. Also, an infrared detector [35] may be used to identify the
presence of other person in front or in either side of the user. The identification process would
yield two values: (1) Image - if at least one person is detected, and (2) No Image - if nobody is
detected. (Note that the image and pattern recognition is not the subject of this work; hence,
the detection process is not elucidated.). The VM takes n = 5 samples, normalizes them and
compares the result against the convention values in Table 2. The interpretation yields a result
indicating if user’s workplace is safe, sensitive or risky. This specimen parameter is useful for
people working on sensitive data (e.g. bank manager) but can be irritating to a person working
with teammates (e.g. students working on a project). Hence, this specimen parameter can be
added or deleted on the user’s discretion.
The third specimen parameter in Table 3 (i.e. workplace’s brightness) detects the workplace’s
light intensity. Here, we can assume that a sensor measuring the light’s intensity [36] is at-
tached to the computer’s USB port. Its measurement unit, the foot-candle, is the number of
“lumens" falling on a square foot of an inch; lumen is a unit of light used to rate the output of
a bulb. For example, we may assume the following conventions in a user’s workplace: (i) 0 -
9 foot candles = dark, (ii) 10 - 20 foot-candles = moderate, and (iii) 21 - 100 foot-candles =
bright. The processes involved in sampling, collating and interpreting sensor data for param-
eter 3 is identical with the other 2 parameters just cited earlier. Indeed, given the specimen
parameters, when “determine context" is performed, the resulting output yield a result that in-
dicates (1) if the user is at home, at work or on the go, (2) if user’s workplace is safe, sensitive
or risky, and (3) if the workplace’s light intensity is bright, moderate or dark.
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4.3 Context Storage and Dissemination

In general, if a system must obtain an accurate representation of the user’s interaction context,
then the system must be introduced to the most number of possible context parameters. As
a context parameter is added to the system, the VM’s context convention database forms a
tree-like IC structure, as shown in generic format in Fig. 6. As shown, every new IC parameter
is first classified as if it is a UC or EC or SC parameter and then is accordingly appended as a
branch of UC or EC or SC. Then, the conventions of the new parameter are identified.

Fig. 6 The structure of stored IC parameters

For the IC information to be propagated in a pervasive system, the data representation used is
XML Schema which is based on XML [37]. Fig. 7(Left) illustrates the general XML format of
a context parameter (i.e. name, units, source of raw data, and conventions) and Fig. 7(Right)
shows the various snapshots of windows involved in adding a parameter in the VM as imple-
mented using Java programming language [38].
Context modeling as well as those of media devices and available services are necessary to
inter-relate the context, the services and the context-aware devices. This, however, is a com-
pletely broad subject by itself and is not discussed here. [39] is a paper that is related to this
area.
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5 Modalities, Media Devices and Context Suitability

Here, we formulate the relationships between IC and modalities and between modalities and
media group. This includes determining the suitability of a modality to a given IC.

5.1 Classification of Modalities

Here, modality refers to the logical interaction structure (i.e. the mode for data input and
output between a user and computer). Using natural language processing as basis, we
classify modalities into 6 different groups: (1) Visual Input(VIin), (2) Vocal Input(VOin),
(3) Manual Input(Min), (4) VisualOutput(VIout ), (5) VocalOutput(VOout ), and (6)
ManualOutput(Mout). To realize multi-modality, there should be at least one modality for
data input and at least one modality for data output, as denoted by the following relationship:

Modality = (VIin ∨ VOin ∨ Min)∧ (VIout ∨ VOout ∨ Mout) (5)

5.2 Classification of Media Devices

In this work, media are physical devices that are used to implement a modality. Regardless of
size, shape, colour and other attributes, all media - past, present or future - can be classified����� ����	
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Fig. 7 (Left) Sample context parameter in XML, (Right) snapshots of windows in “Add Parameter"
menu
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based on the human body part that uses the device to generate data input and the body part
that uses the device to consume the output data. Hence, the classifications are as follows:

1. Visual Input Media (VIM) - these devices take in inputs from user gaze and sight,
2. Visual Output Media (VOM) - these devices generate outputs that are meant to be read,
3. Oral Input Media (OIM) - devices that use user’s voice to generate input data,
4. Hearing Output Media (HOM) - devices that generate outputs that are meant to be heard

or listened to,
5. Touch Input Media (TIM) - these devices generate inputs through user’s touch,
6. Manual Input Media (MIM) - these devices generate inputs using hand strokes, and
7. Touch Output Media (TIM) - the user touches these devices to receive data output.

5.3 Relationship between Modalities and Media Devices

When a modality is found suitable to a given IC, then the media that support such modality
are chosen. Let there be a function g1 that maps a modality to a media group, given by
g1 : Modality→ MediaGroup. This relationship is shown in Fig. 8. Also, oftentimes, there
are many available devices that belong to the same media group. If such is the case then
instead of activating them all which is tantamount to redundancy in functionality, devices
activation is determined through their priority rankings. To support this scheme, let there be
a function g2 that maps a media group to a media device and its priority rank, and is denoted
g2 : MediaGroup→ (Media Device,Priority). Given below are sample elements that belong
to these functions:

• g1 = {(VIin,VIM ), (VIout ,VOM ), (VOin,OIM ), (VOout,HOM ), (Min, TIM ), (Min,MIM ),
(Mout,TOM)}

• g2 = {(VIM, (eye gaze, 1)), (VOM, (screen, 1)), (VOM, (printer, 1)), (OIM, (speech recog-
nition,1)), (OIM, (microphone, 1)), (HOM,(speech synthesis, 1)), (HOM, (speaker, 2)),
(HOM, (headphone, 1)), etc.}.

It should be noted, however, that although media technically refers to a hardware element,
we opted to include a few software elements without which VOin and VOout modalities could
not possibly be implemented. These are the speech recognition software and speech synthesis
software.

5.4 Measuring the Context Suitability of a Modality

A modality’s suitability to an IC is equal to its collective suitability to the IC’s individual pa-
rameters. Instead of binary suitability (i.e. suitable or not suitable), our measure of suitability
is that of high, medium, low or inappropriate. High suitability means that the modality being
considered is the preferred mode for computing; medium suitability means the modality is
simply an alternative mode, hence, its absence is not considered as an error but its presence
means added flexibility on the part of system adaptation to context and events. Low suitability
means the modality’s effectiveness is negligible and is the last recourse when everything else
fails. Inappropriateness recommends that the modality should not be used at all. If the collec-
tive IC is composed of n parameters, then a modality in consideration has n suitability scores,
one for each parameter. In this work, the following conventions are adopted:
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1. A modality’s level of suitability to any context parameter is one of the following: H
(high), M (medium), L (low), and I (inappropriate).

2. Mathematically, H = 100%, M = 75%, L = 50%, and I = 0%,
3. Given context parameter i ∈ interaction context, then a modality’s suitability score to the

overall context, and its final suitability score are given by:

S uitabilityS coremodality =
n

√

√

n
∏

i=1

(context parameteri ) (6)

FinalS uitabilitymodality =







































H i f S uitabilityS coremodality = 1.00
M i f 0.75 ≤ S uitabilityS coremodality < 1.00
L i f 0.50 ≤ S uitabilityS coremodality < 0.75

I i f S uitabilityS coremodality = 0.50
(7)

5.5 Optimal Modalities and Media Devices’ Priority Rankings

Figure 9 shows the algorithm for determining the suitability of modalities to a given IC. Also,
in Fig. 12, Algorithm 4 checks if multimodality is possible by checking that not all of input
modalities are scored “inappropriate". The same principle is applied for checking for output
modalities. The optimal input modality is chosen from a group of input modalities, and is one
with the highest IC suitability score. The same principle applies to the selection of optimal
output modality. Subject to the availability of media devices, an optimal modality is ought to
be implemented; all other modalities are considered optional. In the absence of supporting me-

Fig. 8 The relationship between modalities and media, and media group and media devices
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dia devices, the chosen optimal modality is a failure and cannot be implemented and hence an
alternative modality must be chosen and is that one with the next highest score. In its absence,
the process of selection is repeated until the system finds a replacement modality that can be
supported by currently available media devices. If multimodality is possible and the optimal
modalities are selected, then their supporting media devices are checked for availability.
Through function g1, the media group that support the chosen modality can be iden-
tified. Given that Modality = {VIin,VOin,Min,VIout ,VOout ,Mout} and MediaGroup =
{VIM,OIM,MIM,T IM,VOM,HOM,TOM} and that g1 : Modality → MediaGroup, then
formally, for all media group p, there exists a modality q such that the mapping between p
and q is in set g1, that is ∀p : Media Group,∃q : Modality | p→ q ∈ g1.
Using function g2, the top-ranked media devices that belong to such media group are also
identified. Given function g2, a media device d, priorities p1 and p2 where Priority : N1
(positive numbers excluding zero), then the specification for finding the top-ranked device
for a media group m is ∃m : MediaGroup, ∀d : Media Device, ∃p1 : Priority, ∀p2 : Priority
|d •m→ (d, p1) ∈ g2 ∧ (p1 < p2).

Fig. 9 Algorithm to determine modality’s suitability to IC

Let there be a media devices priority table (MDPT) (see Table 4) which tabulates all media
groups, and each media group’s set of supporting media devices, arranged by priority ranking.
Let T = {T1,T2, . . . ,Tmaxtable } be the set of MDPT’s. The elements of table Tn ∈ T , where n = 1
to maxtable, are similar to elements of function g2. It should be noted that every Tn is unique;
that no two MDPT’s are identical. To create a new table, at least one of its elements is different
from all other tables that have already been defined. The priority ranking of a specific media
device may be different in each MDPT. By principle, any given IC scenario and its suitable
modalities is mapped/assigned to a specific MDPT.
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Table 4 A sample media devices priority table (MDPT)

Media Media Devices
Group Priority = 1 Priority = 2 Priority = 3 :: Priority = n

Visual Input Eye Gaze
Oral Input Microphone,

Speech
Recognition

Touch Input Touch Screen Braille
Manual Input Mouse, Virtual Mouse, Electric Pen Stylus Braille

Keyboard Virtual KB
Visual Output Screen Printer Electronic

Projector
Hearing Output Speaker Headphone,

Speech
Synthesis

Touch Output Braille Overlay KB

5.6 Rules for Priority Ranking of Media Devices

Assuming that an optimal modality has been selected. To implement the modality, the top-
ranked media device(s) in the media group that supports the selected modality is/are activated.
The rules governing device activation are as follows:

1. If the optimal modality’s final suitability = ‘H’ then the activation of its supporting media
group is important. If there are no media devices belonging to such media group are
found, then the implementation of the optimal modality is not possible. In such a case,
the system searches for a replacement to the optimal modality.

2. A replacement modality (see algorithm in Fig. 9) with ‘M’ or ‘L’ suitability score means
that the activation of its supporting media group is the last recourse to implement multi-
modality. The absence of media devices for such media group means that multimodality
failed (due to absence of supporting media devices).

For two or more media devices that belong to the same media group, their priority rankings
are governed by the following rules:

1. If their functionalities are identical (e.g. a mouse and a virtual mouse), activating both is
incorrect because it is plain redundancy. Instead, one should be ranked higher in priority
than the other. The most-commonly-used device gets the higher priority.

2. If their functionalities are complementary (e.g. a mouse and a keyboard), activating both
is acceptable. However, if one is more commonly used than the other (i.e. they do not
always come in pair), then the more-commonly-used one gets the higher priority. If both
devices always come together as a pair, then both are ranked equal in priority.

In the early stage of knowledge acquisition, it is the end user that provides this ranking, which
depends on the concerned context. For example, in a quiet workplace, a speaker can be the
top-ranked hearing output device. In a noisy environment, however, the headphone gets the
top priority. This priority is reflected in every media devices priority table (MDPT) associated
with every scenario. Initially, there is only one MDPT, similar to Table 4. A second MDPT
can be created from the first one by re-organizing the priority order of different devices and
by inserting/adding devices into it, as deemed necessary in the scenario. So does follow for
the 3rd , the 4th, and the nth MDPT. A MDPT is not static; it can be modified by the user when
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needed. The MDPT shown in Table 4 is a specimen table and does not contain an exhaustive
list of devices. It is merely used for demonstration purposes.

6 Context Learning and Adaptation

After establishing the relationships involving IC, modalities and media devices, we put these
relationships to use by considering a specimen IC to which the pervasive MM computing
system will adapt and learn.

6.1 Specimen Interaction Context

Our specimen interaction context is based on the following parameters: (1) user location -
identifies if the user is at home, at work, or on the go, (2) noise level - identifies if the user’s
workplace is quiet, moderate or noisy, (3) the safety/risk factor - determines the one sitting in
user’s workplace and detects the presence of other people; the result identifies if the workplace
is safe, sensitive or risky, (4) the user’s handicap - determines if user is a regular user or is a
handicapped, and (5) the computing device - identifies if user is using a PC, a laptop or a PDA
or cell phone. As to be expected, for each parameter’s distinct value, the degree of modality’s
suitability varies accordingly.

6.1.1 The Context of User Location, Noise Level, and Workplace’s Safety

As Table 5 shows, the sample conventions, in generic format, are given for a user’s location.
The GPS is used as an instrument to detect user’s whereabout. Here, the GPS’ readings of
latitude and longitude provide a specific meaning (i.e. convention). Also, the degrees of suit-
ability of various modalities for each value of user location are also listed (see Table 6). In
Table 7, meanings are assigned to a specific range of decibels as observed from the user’s
workplace. Some sensors, such as [40], can be attached to the computer’s USB port to capture
the environment’s noise level. The table also shows how suitable a certain modality is based
on the level of noise in the workplace.

Table 5 User location convention table using GPS values

Convention Longitude Latitude Meaning

1 < Value11 > < Value12 > At home
2 < Value21 > < Value22 > At work
3 !< Value11 > !< Value12 > On the go

&& !< Value21 > && !< Value22 >

The context of safety level is already briefly discussed in section 4.2.3 - “Capturing the User’s
Current Context". It is based on two factors: (1) the person sitting in the user’s seat as detected
by a camera with retinal recognition, and (2) the presence of other people present in the user’s
workplace as detected by an infrared detector. [34] is one method by which a legitimate user
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Table 6 Suitability of modality based on user location

Type of User Location = User Location = User Location =
Modality At home At work On the go

Visual Input H H L
Visual Output H H H
Vocal Input H H H
Vocal Output H H H
Manual Input H H H
Manual Output H H H

Table 7 Sample conventions for noise level

Convention No. Decibel Meaning

1 Less than 41 Quiet
2 41 to 50 Moderate
3 Greater than 50 Noisy

Table 8 Suitability of modality based on noise level

Type of Noise Level = Noise Level = Noise Level =
Modality Quiet Moderate Noisy

Visual Input H H H
Visual Output H H H
Vocal Input H M I
Vocal Output H H M
Manual Input H H H
Manual Output H H H

can be differentiated from an intruder. Also, [35] provides a wide range of infrared detector
products. Fig. 10 shows the safety level detection process.

The combination of the results obtained from infrared detector and of camera indicates how
sensitive the user’s workplace is. Table 9 provides the workplace’s risk/safety convention.
Table 10, on the other hand, shows our perception of modalities’ suitability with respect to
safety level. Note that all modalities are rated inappropriate if safety level becomes bad (i.e.
risky), not because they are really inappropriate to the context but as a mean to protect the
user from unauthorized people’s intrusion. As per our view, in a risky setting, the system
automatically saves user’s information and then logs him out from the system.

6.1.2 The Context of User Handicap and Computing Device

Figure 11 shows the generic format of our user profile. For this paper, some information as
shown in the user profile diagram (i.e. user QoS and supplier preferences) are not discussed
here since they are not related to this chapter’s content. A user profile contains, among others,
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Fig. 10 The safety/risk factor detection using an infrared detector and a camera

Table 9 The safety/risk factor convention table

Convention Detected Person Detected People in Meaning
No. in User’s Seat User’s Workplace

2 User Image Sensitive
1 User No Image Safe
3 Empty Image Sensitive
1 Empty No Image Safe
3 Other Image Risky
3 Other No Image Risky

Table 10 Suitability of modality based on user workplace’s safety level

Type of Safety Level = Safety Level = Safety Level =
Modality Safe Sensitive Risky

Visual Input H M I
Visual Output H M I
Vocal Input H M I
Vocal Output H M I
Manual Input H M I
Manual Output H M I
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the user’s username, password and a list of the user’s computing devices and their corre-
sponding schedules. Since the user is mobile, his computing device is identified through this
component of user profile. In the special needs section, the user is identified as either a regular
user or a handicapped. If the user is indeed handicapped, the disability is specified, indicat-
ing if the user is a mute, a deaf, a visually impaired, or a manually handicapped. Here, the
importance of multimodality is obvious; it provides handicapped users the chance to access
informatics through modalities that suit their conditions.

Fig. 11 A sample user profile

Table 11 shows the user profile/handicap convention while Table 12 shows the modalities
suitability based on such profile. We also consider the user’s computing device as a context
parameter because the degree of modality’s suitability using a PC, a laptop or a PDA varies.
The PDA, for example, has very limited resources (memory, CPU, battery) as compared with
a PC or a laptop. Table 13 shows our computing device conventions while Table 14 shows the
modalities’ suitability based on these computing devices.

6.2 Scenarios and Case-Based Reasoning with Supervised
Learning

A scenario is an event that needs a corresponding system response. The stimulus that triggers a
scenario is called the pre-condition scenario. The system response and hence the desired result
to the event is called the post-condition scenario. In this work, the pre-condition scenario is
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Table 11 User profile/disability convention

Convention No. User Profile

1 Regular User
2 Deaf
3 Mute
4 Visually-Impaired
5 Manually-Impaired

Table 12 Suitability of modality based on user’s profile/handicap

Type of User = User = User = User = User =
Modality Regular

User
Deaf Mute Visually-

Impaired
Manually-
Impaired

Visual Input H H H I H
Visual Output H H H I H
Vocal Input H M I H H
Vocal Output H I M H H
Manual Input H H H H I
Manual Output H H H H I

Table 13 Computing device convention

Convention No. Computing Device

1 PC
2 Laptop
3 PDA
3 Cellular Phone

Table 14 Suitability of modality based on user’s computing device

Type of Computing Device = Computing Device = Computing Device =
Modality PC Laptop PDA/Cellular Phone

Visual Input H H L
Visual Output H H H
Vocal Input H H H
Vocal Output H H H
Manual Input H H H
Manual Output H H L
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a specific instance of interaction context ICi ∈ IC. The desired post-condition is the selection
and activation of suitable modalities and their supporting media devices.
Given that ICi =UCk

⊗

ECl
⊗

S Cm then the total number of possible scenarios, denoted as
scenTot, is the product of the number of convention values of each context parameter i, that
is,

sceneTot =
parammax
∏

i=1

card(ICi) (8)

where card(ICi) =cardinality/total number of conventions for interaction context parameter i.
scenTot can also be expressed as scenTot = card(UCk)× card(ECl)× card(S Cm). The sce-
nario number, scenNum, assigned to any specific instance of an interaction context is given
by:

sceneNum = ICparammax +

parammax−1
∑

i=1

(ICi −1) ·
parammax−1
∏

j= i+1

card(IC j) (9)

A scenario table is simply a table listing all possible scenarios. An entry in the scenario table
is implemented in two ways: (1) through expert intervention (i.e. user) or (2) on the fly as
the scenario is encountered. Each entry in the scenario table is composed of pre- and post-
condition scenarios. Here’s how an entry to the scenario table is performed: (i) the current
interaction context parameters and their conventions are listed in the pre-condition scenario,
see Fig. 12-Algorithm 2, (ii) the post-condition scenario part lists down the corresponding
suitability scores of each modality, calculated using Equations 6 and 7, see Fig. 12-Algorithm
3, (iii) the scenario number is calculated using Equation 9, and (iv) the pointer to MDPT is
initially pointed to the very first MDPT, unless it has already been rectified by the expert. A
sample snapshot of such table is shown in Table 15.

Table 15 Scenario table containing records of pre and post-conditions scenarios

Scenario | Pre-Condition | Post-Condition |Media
Devices

Number User Noise SafetyUser Comp. Visual Vocal Manual Visual Vocal Manual Priority
Loc. Level Level Profile Device Input Input Input Output Output Output Table

1 1 1 1 1 1 H H H H H H T1
2 1 1 1 1 2 H H H H H H T1
3 1 1 1 1 3 M H H H H M T2
4 1 1 1 2 1 H M H H I H Ta

:: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::
404 3 3 3 5 2 I I I I I I Tn−1
405 3 3 3 5 3 I I I I I I Tn

Once a scenario is stored in the scenario table, it becomes an exemplar and is considered as a
learned information. An exemplar is a stored knowledge. When the ML component encounters
a new scenario (i.e. new context), it converts the scenario into a case, specifying the problem
(i.e. the given context). The ML component searches for a match between the given case and
stored exemplars. When a new scenario is converted into a case to be considered, the resulting
case would be composed of three elements, namely: (1) the problem - the pre-condition sce-
nario in consideration, (2) the solution - the final and optimal modality, and (3) the evaluation
- the rate of relevance of the solution. Using the similarity algorithm, a comparison is made
between the problem in the new case against all the available problems in the database. The
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scenario of the closest match is selected and its solution is returned. The evaluation is the score
of how similar it is to the closest match.
Inspired by [41], we modify their similarity scoring scheme to reflect the needs of our system.
Hence, given a new case (NC) and an individual case stored in the knowledge database (MC),
the similarity of the problem between the two cases, that is NC against MC as designated by
corresponding subscripts, is equal to their similarity in the case’s UC, EC and SC and is given
by:

S im(NC,MC)=
1
3

S im(UCNC ,UCMC)+
1
3

S im(ECNC,ECMC)+
1
3

S im(S CNC ,S CMC) (10)

The similarity between the UC of NC against the UC of MC is given by:

S im(UCNC ,UCMC) =

∑maxNC
i=1 S im(UCiNC ,UCMC)

max(UCNC ,UCMC)
(11)

where UCi, i = 1 to max, is the individual UC parameter, max(UCNC ,UCMC) is the greater
between the number of UC parameters between NC and MC, and S im(UCiNC ,UCMC) =
maxmaxMC

j=1 S im(UCiNC ,UC jMC ) where UC jMC ∈UCMC and S im(UCiNC ,UC jMC ) ∈ [0,1] is the
similarity between a specific UC parameter i of NC and parameter j of MC.
For the similarity measures of EC of NC against EC of MC, and the SC of NC against SC of
MC, the same principle as Equation 11 must be applied, with the formula adjusted accordingly
to denote EC and SC, respectively, yielding:

Fig. 12 Algorithms related to knowledge acquisition, entry in scenario table and selection of opti-
mal modality
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S im(ECNC,ECMC) =

∑maxNC
i=1 S im(ECiNC ,ECMC)

max(ECNC ,ECMC)
(12)

S im(S CNC,S CMC) =

∑maxNC
i=1 S im(S CiNC ,S CMC)

max(S CNC ,S CMC)
(13)

Equation 10 assumes that the weights of UC, EC and SC are all equal (i.e. each is worth
33.3%). This figure is not fixed and can be adjusted to suit the need of the expert (e.g. UC
may be worth 40% and each of EC and SC may be worth 30%). Overall, after the comparison
has been done, the ideal case match is a perfect match. However, a score of 90% means that a
great deal of IC parameters is correctly considered and is therefore 90% accurate. The expert
himself, however, decides the acceptable threshold score.
If no match, however, is found (i.e. relevance score is lower than accepted threshold) then the
ML component takes the closest scenario as the initial solution of the new case. The user may
not accept it. In such a case, a new case with supervised learning is produced. If the new case’s
problem contains more context parameters than those of recorded cases, the expert may decide
to include the missing parameter(s) into the a priori knowledge (see Fig. 6). Thereafter, the
new case’s post-condition scenario is re-evaluated (see Fig. 12-Algorithm 3). The new case
in then added to the scenario table, and its scenario number calculated. This whole learning
mechanism is called case-based reasoning with supervised learning.
As an example, consider the following IC: user location = at home, noise level = quiet, safety
factor = safe, user profile = regular user and computing device = PDA. This IC condition
(ic1, ic2, ic3, ic4, ic5) =(1, 1, 1, 1, 3). It is scenario number 3. The calculated final suitability
scores of the modality types are given below and are also stored in scenario table (Table 8).

Visual Input = (H×H×H×H× L)
1
5 = (1×1×1×1×1×0.50)

1
5 = 0.87

Vocal Input = (H×H×H×H×H)
1
5 = (1×1×1×1×1×1)

1
5 = 1

Manual Input = (H×H×H×H×H)
1
5 = (1×1×1×1×1×1)

1
5 = 1

VisualOutput = (H×H×H×H×H)
1
5 = (1×1×1×1×1×1)

1
5 = 1

VocalOutput = (H×H×H×H×H)
1
5 = (1×1×1×1×1×1)

1
5 = 1

ManualOutput = (H×H×H×H× L)
1
5 = (1×1×1×1×1×0.50)

1
5 = 0.87

Indeed, given the specified context, the suitability scores of various modalities are: (i) Visual
Input = Medium suitability, (ii) Vocal Input = High suitability, (iii) Manual Input = High
suitability, (iv) Visual Output = High suitability, (v) Vocal Output = High suitability, and (vi)
Manual Output =Medium suitability.
For this specific case, modality is possible. The optimal input modality is both Vocal Input
and Manual Input. The optimal output modality is Visual Output and Vocal Output. All non-
optimal modalities are considered optional. If this same case reappears again in the future,
then using the similarity algorithm (Equation 10), there is an exact match (scenario 3) that can
be found in the database, hence, recalculation/decision making is evaded.
Also, Let M1,M2, . . . ,M6 be the set of modalities’ VIin, VOin, Min, VIout , VOout , and Mout

respective suitability scores. At any time, the suitability score of M1 is m1 = {H, M, L, I} =
{1, 0.75, 0.50, 0}. Such suitability scores also apply to M2,M3, . . . ,M6. Hence, the modalities
selections, Y, as a vectored output is equal to the Cartesian product of the individual modality’s
suitability score, that is, Y = M1

⊗

M2
⊗

M3
⊗

M4
⊗

M5
⊗

M6 = (m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6)
where m1 ∈ M1, m2 ∈ M2, . . . , m6 ∈ M6. In the specimen IC, there are 3× 3× 3× 5× 3 = 405
possible context scenario combinations in X and 46 = 4096 possible modality’s suitability
combinations in Y. Hence, the function f1 : X → Y that maps user context to appropriate
modalities is also expressed as f1 : (c1,c2,c3,c4,c5)→ (m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6).
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6.3 Assigning a Scenario’s MDPT

This process is shown in Fig. 13 using the specimen IC. At the start (step 1), the Context
Manager Agent (CMA) gets the current IC. In (step 2), this scenario becomes a case. Using
the pre-condition scenario, the case’s scenNum is calculated and is used as an index to the
scenario table. Assuming that a perfect match is found then the post-condition scenario (i.e.
the case’s solution) is adopted with relevance score = 100%). Since the present case is not new
to the system, then steps 3, 4, and 5 are skipped.

Fig. 13 ML training for choosing the appropriate devices priority table for a specific context

If the similarity/relevance score, however, is low (say, 40%), then no match is found. Hence,
the closest match is retrieved and presented to the user. Because the proposed solution is wrong
(i.e. 40% accurate vs. 60% erroneous), the new case is treated for adaptation maintenance. The
large amount of error is brought by the fact that most of the context parameters in the new case
cannot be found in the stored cases of scenario table. Hence, an update of a priori knowledge
and scenario table is made; the new context parameters are added and the new case is stored
in the scenario table. The new case’s corresponding post-condition scenario is recalculated.
Due to the newly added context parameter(s) in the scenario table, all scenario numbers of
previous entries’ are recalculated. In the scenario table, a MDPT for the new case has to be
established; hence the available MDPT’s are presented to the user, one table at time (step 6).
If the user accepts the proposed table (step 7), the table’s numerical identification is appended
onto the scenario table. The media groups corresponding to the selected modalities are noted
and their top-ranked media devices are selected for activation (step 9). If the user rejects such
MDPT, then each of the other remaining tables will be presented (step 8). Recall that there
is just one MDPT in the beginning. Hence, the user needs to modify the contents of the first
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table to create a second one. When this is done, the identification number of the newly-created
MDPT is appended into the scenario table. And step 9 is executed.
Figure 14 illustrates the format of a completely filled scenario table for specimen user context.
Note, however, that as long as new context parameters are being added, the scenario table will
keep on growing. This makes our system adaptive to an ever-changing user context.

Fig. 14 A sample snapshot of a completed scenario table, each entry with its assigned MDPT

6.4 Finding Replacement to a Missing or Failed Device

At any time, it is possible that a selected top-ranked media device may be missing or defective.
Some techniques for detecting device failures are available in [42]. Hence, a replacement
should be found for the system to remain running and operational. The replacement can be
found within the same MDPT assigned to the scenario. The algorithm of replacement to a
failed device is shown in Fig. 15. In (step 1), using scenario number (scenNum), the system
determines its assigned MDPT which identifies the media groups’ top-ranked devices. In (step
2), the environment profile is consulted to find out the currently available media devices. In
(step 3), the system merely activates the top-ranked media device, if available. Otherwise, in
(step 4) the second-ranked device is activated, also if available. If it is also missing or defective,
then the third-ranked device is searched. In general, the search goes on until a selected device is
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found. The worse-case event is when no device in a media group in the MDPT is activated due
to cascaded failure or collective absence of needed devices (step 5). In such case, the system
abandons the selected optimal modality (because it cannot be implemented) and attempts to
replace the optimal modality by available non-optimal modality. This process finds again the
available media devices, by priority, to support the non-optimal modality. In the worst case
that the non-optimal modalities cannot be supported, this simply means that multimodality
is impossible in the given computing environment. Given the failed device d of priority p1,
the specification for finding the replacement media device drep is ∃m : MediaGroup, ∀drep :
Media Device, ∃p1 : Priority, ∀p2 : Priority | (p1 = p1 +1)∧ (p1 < p2)∧m→ (drep , p1) ∈ g2 •
drep.

Fig. 15 The ML process of finding replacement to a failed or missing device

6.5 Media Devices’ Priority Re-ranking due to a
Newly-Installed Device

A newly-installed device affects the priority rankings of media devices in the media group
where the new device belongs. Fig. 16 illustrates the update process in a MDPT due to the
arrival of this newly-installed device. In (step 1), given that the system has already recognized
the new device via environment profile, the user provides the media group where it belongs.
In (step 2), the MDPT assigned to scenario number 1 is retrieved and becomes the first MDPT
to be updated. This priority table is edited (step 3). The new device’s name is inserted into the
table (step 4). In (step 5), the rankings of other devices in the same media group are updated
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by the user. When done, the second MDPT is searched. The update process is repeated on
other scenarios until the last of MDPT is also updated. The update process is quite long (i.e.
equal to the number of all MDPT’s).

Fig. 16 The ML process for update of devices priority tables due to a newly-installed device

6.6 Our Pervasive Multimodal Multimedia Computing System

Our proposed system is conceived for two purposes: (1) to contribute to MM computing and
(2) to further advance autonomic computing system. To achieve the first goal, we develop
the model that relates modality with user context, and associate media devices to support the
implementation of the chosen modality. For the second goal, we advocate the propagation
of knowledge, acquired through training, into the user’s computing environment so that such
knowledge can be used for system adaptation to user needs, and system restrictions. The major
components of our MM computing system are shown in Fig. 17.

The functionality of each component is given below:

1. The Task Manager Agent (TMA) - manages user’s profile, task and pertinent data and
their deployment from a server to the user’s computing device, and vice versa.

2. The Context Manager Agent (CMA) - detects user context from sensors and user profile,
and selects the modality and media apt for the context.
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3. The History and Knowledge-based Agent (HKA) - responsible for ML training and
knowledge acquisition.

4. The Layered Virtual Machine for Interaction Context (LVMIC) - detects sensor-based
context and allows the incremental definition of context parameters.

5. The Environmental Manager Agent (EMA) - detects available and functional media de-
vices in the user’s environment

In the diagram, the user (Manolo) can work at home, logs out, and still continue working on
the same task at anytime and any place. Due to user’s mobility, the variation in interaction
context and available resources is compensated by a corresponding variation in modality and
media devices selection. Further details of the infrastructure of our pervasive MM computing
system is available in [43].

7 Conclusion

In this work, we presented the communication protocols to realize autonomic communication
in a pervasive MM computing system. The system detects the current instance of interaction
context and accordingly selects the modalities that suit it. We define the relationship between
context and modality and between modality and media group. Media devices are identified
by their membership to a media group. When two or more media devices of the same group
are available, their selection is based on their priority ranking. We assert that defining context
through parameters should be incremental and based on the dynamic needs of the system.
Hence, we adopted a layered virtual machine to realize incremental interaction context. It
allows user to add, modify, and delete one context parameter at a time.

Fig. 17 The architecture of a context-aware ubiquitous multimodal computing system
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Using natural language processing as basis, we classify modality as either an input or an
output. Then, modalities are further classified based on the body part that uses the modality
to input data and the body part that uses the modality to receive output. The same principle is
used for media classification, with minor additions. In this work, media are physical devices
(and a few software) that support modality. We laid out rules for prioritizing media devices.
Device activation and replacement to a failed device depends on this priority ranking.
The system’s knowledge acquisition is presented using a specimen interaction context, com-
posed of specimen parameters, namely: user location, noise level, the safety factor, the user
profile and the user’s computing device. The ML’s progressive knowledge acquisition is also
applied on context parameters and interaction contexts. When a device failed, a replacement is
searched from a list of devices in the same media group within the MDPT. When a new device
is introduced onto the system for the first time, all the MDPT’s are updated, and the priority
rankings of media are updated in each possible scenario.
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